o describe the metal-insulator transition in the oxide TlSr 2 CoO 5 , © we investigate the electronic structure of its high-temperature tetragonal phase by the local density approximation LDA and model Hartree-Fock calculations.
INTRODUCTION

Six
' years ago, the observation of colossal magnetoresistance terms of an instability of its hightemperature ( electronic structure. We show that the homogeneous ground state can lower its energy by breaking orbital degeneracy I and by simultaneously acquiring both orbital and spin P order. It should be noted, however, that the instability of the ( high-temperature phase that we found is toward a phase that ( differs in details from the one seen experimentally.
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
A. Band-structure calculation W Q e start with a density-functional band-structure calculation 
)
The sum of the on-site energies and hopping amplitudes in sites as expressed in tight-binding orbitals:
we use the rotational symmetry P of the Coulomb interaction, and calculate related coefficients
ô ü rather small, and when r it is taken to be zero we find a much simpler expression P in the cubic basis : , one finds the following expression for the Coulomb energy:
where r the dot on the equal sign indicates that we ignore terms 
is 9 the interaction energy.
RESULTS
A. Full-potential local-orbital method
W Q e performed two band-structure calculations, one spin symmetric Table I is indeed small 
